DRIVING DIRECTIONS FROM LORETO TO SAN
IGNACIO LAGOON – CAMPO RAMON
First suggestion: buy a Baja California road map from a map specialized
store, or from AAA club, and a tire pressure gage (read on to find out why).

Loreto to the town of San Ignacio (167
miles/268km) is very straightforward and it shouldn’t take more than

The drive from

about 3 hours (max 4h).
It’s nearly impossible to get lost if you stay on the main Hwy (called Mex.1),
as there is only one road from one end of the peninsula to the other.
Arrive in Loreto late afternoon. It will get dark about 7PM local time and
remember they are on Mountain Standard Time (MST = UTC-7). So, you may
need to adjust your watch.

MST zone
1st.

Leg (next morning): Loreto to Mulege (about 84
miles/135km, driving North) shouldn’t take more than an hour and a half.
Mulege is a palm tree oasis, and it’s definitely worth checking out.
However, it may be more time effective to visit on your return trip.
2nd. Leg: Santa Rosalia, (38 miles/61km). You can stop here for

lunch. Here you will find an interesting little church, designed by Eiffel in
the 1800s, and transported around Cape Horn on Tall-ships, for the French
mining company who was operating there at the time.
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3rd. Leg: San Ignacio (45miles/72km).

To get to town, you have to
leave the main Hwy. and drive about two miles to the West/left (very visible
and well marked).
San Ignacio village is an inspiring, rustic little town, with a beautiful 17th
century Jesuit mission, and a seemingly time-forgotten central plaza, lined
with huge Ficus trees.
Lots to do here: I.e.: A short stroll through town, or a two hour hike in the
surrounding hills, which affords great views of the town and the spectacular
landscape.
Again, it may be more time effective to reserve that for after the return
from the lagoon.

From the town of San Ignacio you are headed to Campo Ramon which is
located at the far end of a line of camps along the east side of the lagoon.
You will pass a number of turn-offs for other camp as you continue toward
Campo Ramon. Ask for the condition of the road before leaving, it might be
useful.
From the village, pass the church (on your right) and then turn left on the
street adjacent to the central plaza (Hidalgo). Follow this street watching for
signs to La Laguna. You will turn right at the first Laguna sign, then left at the
second sign when the road will slightly narrow and pavement stops.

Set your odometer here
Soon you will see a big sign for the “El Vizcaino Laguna” sign pointing to an
unpaved road. Continue and after a few hundred yards (meters) you will start
driving on fresh pavement 
The total distance from the town of San Ignacio to the lagoon is 41 miles
(65km).

The first 29 miles (47km) are paved, followed by dirt road for the
rest of the distance.
The dirt road can be driven in a regular sedan but, it can be very “washboarded” and so you will have to drive slow (probably 15-20 mph). Total

drive time is about 1 & 1/2 hours.
Depending on the condition of the dirt road, you might lower (or not) your tire
pressure from a normal 35 PSI, to at 30 - 25 PSI, for the dirt road portion. This
will make your ride a lot more comfortable (tire pressure gage needed to do
this)

Don’t forget: Re-inflate your tires upon return, before
driving on the highway.
NOTE 1) When you arrive in the town of San Ignacio you will notice a gas station
just outside town, where you can add air upon returning from the lagoon.
NOTE 2) Keep your air in the tires until after the first 29 paved miles.

for Campo Cortez. There will be a Campo Cortez sign with a yellow caution
tape “bow” tied to it saying 11 km (6 miles) and then again at 10 km.
Depending on the height of high-tide, there may be a stretch where water
covers the road. There are white pvc posts that have been put in to guide you
– stay between them if there is a high-tide pool of water in the salt flats. They
will keep you on more solid ground.
Finally you will see a sign that says Campo Cortez 1 km w/arrow to the right.
Stay straight. Right away you will see a sign for Campo Ramon. You are
almost there.

The GPS coordinates of the camp are:
Longitude North 26 degrees 47 minutes 39.6 seconds
Latitude West 113 degrees 13 minutes 37.7 seconds
Proceed to the larger green tent and meet one of the following Baja
Expeditions' staff: Debora Röösli & Jose Sanchez Avila.

The phone numbers below can be handy in case of delay or any emergency:
From Baja dial: 615-112-6330 or 612 147 0167 or 615-110-7574
From the US first dial 011 521 (and then the number)
Before you start the drive check your spare tire, fluids etc. If your car breaks
down (on the hwy) don’t panic  Every two hours there’s a mechanic’s patrol
whose job is to help out stranded tourists , they are called “The Green
Angels” (their truck is green) and they are sponsored by the Mexican
government.
On your way down you might be stopped at military check points: don’t
worry, they are friendly and are only doing routine check for drugs and
weapons (so, leave the bazooka at home, or at the airport…)
Don’t drive at night; there are loose cows and horses crossing the roads
unexpectedly (sounds funny, but it’s not a good thing).
Have a good drive and we’ll see you at the lagoon.
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